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This View Impact Assessment (VIA) has been 
prepared by Urbis on behalf of Mercantile Hotel 
(The Rocks) Pty Ltd for the site at 25-27 George 
Street, The Rocks (The Mercantile Hotel). 
This report supports the State Significant Development 
(SSD 8665) for the proposed refurbishment to the 
Mercantile Hotel including a new rooftop and restaurant 
addition.

This Report as been prepared as an addendum to the 
Visual Impact Assessment, authored by KI Studio, 
to determine and analyse the extent of view impacts 
in relation to private views from the Sirius Building 
at 36-48 Cumberland Street, The Rocks, that may 
be affected by the proposal.  This addendum should 
reviewed in conjunction with VIA, the Environmental 
(EIS) and Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) prepared by 
Urbis and in association with the amended architectural 
plans lodged for the SSD. The VIA, EIS and HIS provides 
a comprehensive description of the site, the proposed 
works as well as an assessment of the proposal.

The assessment has found that the overall impact on 
the private views from the Sirius Building as a result 
of the proposal is considered reasonable given the 
proposal will generally only impact already obscured 
iconic elements of the city skyline.

 ▪ Whilst some of these elements are of importance 
under the Land and Environment Court planning 
principles for private view sharing, the number of 
apartments affected, the direction and the location 
of the view (side and acute views) mean that overall, 
the degree of impact to the Sirius Building, as a 
whole property, is considered to be negligible.

 ▪ Based on the findings of this assessment, 
the apartments impacted occur at 36 and 38 
Cumberland Street.  

 ▪ The apartments on or below the ridge height of the 
Metcalfe Bond Stores already experience nil to 
limited views to the iconic city skyline due to the 
existing surrounding buildings east of the Sirius 
Building obscuring or completely blocking these 
views. 

 ▪ Low impacts are restricted to 3 apartments and a 
moderate-high view impact has been assessed for 
1 apartment.  These views are already obscured 
caused by existing built elements in the foreground 
and/or are experienced from acute views towards 
the iconic element.

This report assesses the proposal against Tenacity 
Planning Principles set out in the methodology. Based 
on this assessment, the following findings have been 
drawn: 

 ▪ The Sirius Building, as a whole property, is currently 
comprised of 79 apartments.

 ▪ There are 9 units at 36 Cumberland Street.
 – 7 units have negligible view impact; and 
 – 2 of the units have been assessed as having a 

low degree of view impact at Units 5 and 6.
 ▪ There are 8 units at 38 Cumberland Street.

 – 6 units have negligible view impact; and 
 – 1 of the units have been assessed as having a 

low degree of view impact at Unit 3; and
 – 1 of the units have been assessed as having a 

moderate-high view impact at Unit 2.
 ▪ Apartments at 40 Cumberland Street do not have 

a direct outlook to the Mercantile Hotel and in 
reviewing the photo-audit, all units have been 
assessed as negligibly impacted.

 ▪ Apartments at 42-48 Cumberland Street do not 
have a direct outlook to the Mercantile Hotel 
and therefore all units have been assessed as 
negligibly impacted.

 ▪ Communal views have been assessed as follows:
 – Low view impact at the eastern entrance of 38 

Cumberland Street, fronting Gloucester Walk.
 – Negligible view impact from the communal 

terrace at 40 Cumberland Street.
 – Negligible view impact from the communal room 

and terrace at 44 Cumberland Street.
 – Negligible view impact from the roof terrace 

level at 44 Cumberland Street

Based on the qualitative and quantitative assessment 
contained in this report, it is considered that the 
proposal will have a negligible level of view impact as 
experienced from the Sirius Building. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
Urbis has been engaged by the Mercantile 
Hotel (The Rocks) Pty Ltd to prepare this 
View Impact Assessment to understand the 
extent and impact of the visual change as a 
result of the proposed rooftop addition to the 
Mercantile Hotel at 25-27 George Street, The 
Rocks (the proposal).
Urbis on behalf of the client lodged an SSD for the 
refurbishment to the Mercantile Hotel including a new 
roooftop and restaurant addition.

On the 29th August 2019, The NSW Department of 
Planning, Environment and Industry (DPIE) issued 
a request for additional information which updates 
the View Impact Assessment (VIA), authored by KI 
Studio, to assess the impacts on views from the Sirius 
Building in accordance with the principles established 
by Tenacity Consulting Vs Warringah [2004] NSWLEC 
140.

This Report provides an assessment of the extent 
of view impacts in relation to private views from the 
Sirius Building that may be impacted by the proposal.
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METHODOLOGY
This view impact assessment has been prepared using 
the following methodology: 

1.  SITE BRIEFING & BACKGROUND REVIEW
Understanding the project background and context informs 
the early understanding of potential areas of visual change, 
impact and whether the proposal is supportable. This 
includes: 

 ▪ Preliminary site visit & briefing: On the 5th September, 
2019, Urbis undertook a site visit with the planner 
and architect to understand the proposed addition 
to the Mercantile Hotel and its potential impacts as 
viewed from the Sirius Building. The visual inspection 
confirmed that a small number of apartments in 36 
and 38 and 40 Cumberland Street would be impacted, 
noting however that these views were predominantly 
side and oblique views.

 ▪ Background and context review: A review of 
architectural drawings, EIS, HIS  and VIA report to 
familiarise with the project background and context.

2.  VIEW SHED ANALYSIS
A viewshed analysis was undertaken to determine the 
visibility of iconic built and landscape elements and 
compare this with the altered views as a result of the 
proposal.

The process for this analysis is:
 ▪ Identify key points on the façades of each iconic 

element.
 ▪ Utilise existing nearmap 3d data as available (currently 

2019).
 ▪ Define the visibility of the existing iconic element 

relative to the Sirius Building (east elevation).
 ▪ Run GIS viewshed analysis on the existing built form of 

the Mercantile Hotel and the proposal as set out in the 
DA (before view shed).

 ▪ Run GIS viewshed analysis on the proposed built form of 
the Mercantile Hotel and the proposal as set out in the 
DA (after view shed).

 ▪ Compare the before and after view shed results to 
understand which part of the eastern elevation of the 
Sirius building is affected.

3.  PHOTO-AUDIT & SITE INSPECTION
On the 17th of September, 2019 Urbis undertook a 
photographic audit and inspection of all apartments 
at 36, 38 and 40 Cumberland Street.  At and beyond 
40 Cumberland Street there is no direct outlook to the 
Mercantile Hotel.  Urbis also undertook a visual inspection 
at 44 Cumberland Street communal terrace and select 
apartments to confirm that these viewpoints would have 
negligible impacts given its distance and acute angle of 
view.

Photographs of were taken from the east facing rooms from  
the apartments comprising the living room, bedroom and 
terraces.

4. SELECT VIEWS FOR PHOTO-SIMULATION
In reviewing the viewshed and photo-audit assessment, a 
select number of viewpoints were then identified for the 
photo simulations.  These comprise the most affected 
views, where views to iconic elements exist and would be 
affected by the proposal.

Before and after views were then prepared for each of the 
short-listed views and assesses the view impact resulting 
from the proposal in accordance with Tenacity. 

Photography

Photos were taken on site using Nikon D7200 with the fixed 
35mm lens which is equivalent to 50mm (similar to human 
eye focal lengths). Unless noted, all views considered within 
this report use this format.

For some views where this format alone would not provide 
a clear understanding of the extent of the view and a 
wider-angle view has been used and is noted within the 
view description (typically 17mm and 27mm focal length 
lens combinations). In these cases a comparison to a 50mm 
focal length lens is also provided.
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5.  VIEW IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
There are no legally binding requirements for the 
methodology of an assessment in New South Wales, the 
industry typically refers to the guidance offered by:

 ▪ Guidance note EIA-N04 Guidelines for Landscape 
Character and View Impact Assessment, NSW State 
Government, Roads and Maritime Services (2018)

 ▪ The Guidance for Landscape and View Impact 
Assessment (GLVIA3), Third Edition, Landscape 
Institute and Institute of Environmental Management & 
Assessment (2013)

In NSW, the Land and Environment Court (LEC) has 
established Planning Principles for the assessment of 
development on views, both from the public and private 
domain.

Whilst planning principles are stated in general terms, they 
may be applied to particular cases to promote consistency. 
Planning Principles are not legally binding and they do not 
prevail over councils' plans and policies. 

The Planning Principles assist when making a planning 
decision, including:

 ▪ where there is a void in policy;
 ▪ where policies expressed in qualitative terms allow for 

more than one interpretation; and
 ▪ where policies lack clarity.

In NSW, the assessment of potential impacts on view 
sharing and view loss is established from the principles set 
out from the L&EC Planning Principle Tenacity Consulting 
v Warringah Council 2004 NSWLEC 140 (Tenacity) and the 
methodology used for this VIA conforms to the direction 
offered by this planning principle and the previously 
mentioned guidelines.

Tenacity Assessment

The Tenacity planning principle involve a four-step process 
as follows:
1. Determine the characteristics of the view to be shared.

The first step is the assessment of views to be affected. 
Water views are valued more highly than land views. 
Iconic views (e.g. of the Opera House, the Harbour Bridge 
or North Head) are valued more highly than views 
without icons. Whole views are valued more highly than 
partial views, e.g. a water view in which the interface 
between land and water is visible is more valuable than 
one in which it is obscured.

2. Identify what part of the existing building the view is 
currently available from.
The second step is to consider from what part of the 
property the views are obtained. For example the 
protection of views across side boundaries is more 
difficult than the protection of views from front and rear 
boundaries. In addition, whether the view is enjoyed from 
a standing or sitting position may also be relevant. Sitting 
views are more difficult to protect than standing views. 
The expectation to retain side views and sitting views is 
often unrealistic.

3. Assess the extent of the view sharing, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively (low to high).
The third step is to assess the extent of the impact. This 
should be done for the whole of the property, not just 
for the view that is affected. The impact on views from 
living areas is more significant than from bedrooms or 
service areas (though views from kitchens are highly 
valued because people spend so much time in them). 
The impact may be assessed quantitatively, but in 
many cases this can be meaningless. For example, it is 
unhelpful to say that the view loss is 20% if it includes 
one of the sails of the Opera House. It is usually more 
useful to assess the view loss qualitatively as negligible, 
minor, moderate, severe or devastating.

4. Assess the reasonableness of the view sharing that 
would result from the proposed development.
The fourth step is to assess the reasonableness of the 
proposal that is causing the impact. A development that 
complies with all planning controls would be considered 
more reasonable than one that breaches them. Where 
an impact on views arises as a result of non-compliance 
with one or more planning controls, even a moderate 
impact may be considered unreasonable.

With a complying proposal, the question should be asked 
whether a more skilful design could provide the applicant 
with the same development potential and amenity and 
reduce the impact on the views of neighbours. If the 
answer to that question is no, then the view impact of a 
complying development would probably be considered 
acceptable and the view sharing reasonable.
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Limitations

The view impact assessment aims to be objective and, as 
such, seeks to describe any changes factually. Potential 
changes to the setting as a result of the proposal have been 
defined; however, the significance of these changes requires 
qualitative (subjective) judgements to be made. Therefore 
the conclusions to this assessment combine both objective 
measurement and subjective professional interpretation. 
This assessment has attempted to be objective, however 
it is recognised that visual assessment can be highly 
subjective and individuals are likely to associate different 
visual experiences to the study area.

Figure 1 Methodology of identification of views   
for analysis

STATUTORY  & 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT

1. UNDERSTANDING CONTEXT

2. VIEWSHED ANALYSIS

3. IDENTIFICATION OF VIEW POINTS

PHYSICAL CONTEXT 
OF THE PROPOSAL

EXISTING PROPOSED

COMPARISON

IDENTIFY LONG LIST OF POTENTIAL 
VIEWPOINTS BASED ON VIEWSHED ANALYSIS

SITE VISIT TO GROUND TRUTH VIEWS 
AND VISIBILITY

IDENTIFICATION OF SHORT LIST OF 
VIEWS FOR COMPARISON BASED ON 

VISIBILITY

4. VISUAL CHANGE ANALYSIS (PHOTO-SIMULATION)

EXISTING PROPOSED

IMPACT OF 
CHANGE
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URBAN CONTEXT
The Mercantile Hotel is located within the Campbell’s Cove 
precinct in West Circular Quay. The site is positioned within 
the northern end of The Rocks on the triangular intersection 
between Gloucester Walk and George Street 

Directly to the east of the site is Metcalfe Bond Stores 
building at 68-84 George Street which contain and obstruct 
views beyond towards Sydney Cove. The roof ridge of this 
building is currently higher than the Metcalfe Hotel. 

To the immediate west of the site is the Sirius Building, 
an urban block comprised of former public housing 
apartments (currently vacant) typifying a prominent 
example of Brutalist architecture built in 1978-79. This 
building was recently sold by the NSW Government with 
future intentions to 'refurbish' rather than demolish the 
building, and redevelop into 89 apartments, including some 
ground floor retail and commercial spaces.

HERITAGE
The Heritage Impact Statement prepared by Urbis provides 
a comprehensive description of the heritage significance of 
the site and the surrounds, as well as the potential impacts 
of the proposed development.

The Mercantile Hotel is listed as a heritage item under 
the NSW Heritage Act 1977, including the State Heritage 
Register of New South Wales (Item 01560) and as part of 
The Rocks Conservation Area under Section 170 of the 
SHFA Heritage Register.

The site is located within close proximity of a number of 
heritage items that are also recorded on the SHFA Heritage 
Register, including:

 ▪ Metcalfe Bond Stores at 68-84 George Street
 ▪ Mining Museum (former) at 36-64 George Street
 ▪ ASN Co building at 1-5 Hickson Road and 35-45 Circular 

Quay West
 ▪ Bushells Warehouse and Bushells Place at 86-88 

George Street
 ▪ The Campbell’s Stores at 7-27 Circular Quay West, The 

Rocks

Iconic Landmarks and Setting

The site is also located within the nominated Buffer Zone 
associated with the UNESCO World Heritage listing of the 
Sydney Opera House. This buffer zone focusses on places 
around the harbour which are located within a radius of 
2.5 kilometres and have critical views to and from the 
Sydney Opera House which contribute to its World Heritage 
significance. 

 ▪ The Sydney Opera House is located approximately  
640m east of the Sirius building. It constitutes a 
masterpiece of 20th century architecture, designed by 
Jørn Utzon that pushed architecture and engineering to 
new limits, and which has had an enduring influence on 
late 20th century architecture and beyond. The design 
represents an extraordinary interpretation and response 
to the setting in Sydney Harbour.

 ▪ The Sydney Harbour Bridge is located approximately 
300m from the northern most portion of the Sirius 
building to the south-east pylon.  It is recognised 
as of outstanding national heritage significance. Its 
construction was a major event in Australia's history. 
Its opening in 1932 was pivotal in the development of 
modern Sydney and a focus for national optimism in 
the depths of the Great Depression. The Harbour Bridge 
has become an enduring national icon and is one of the 
world's greatest arch bridges.
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CHARACTER ZONES
The study are has been divided into five character zones of 
broadly homogeneous character or strongly defined spatial 
qualities, within a reasonable vicinity of the project. The 
project context is divided into the following character zones:

1. Sydney Cove Foreshore
The Sydney Cove Foreshore is a linear promenade at the 
harbour’s edge. The length of the foreshore promenade 
is generally defined by the world heritage Sydney Opera 
House at the east end and Hickson Road Reserve/Sydney 
Harbour Bridge to the west. The depth of the foreshore 
character area is generally defined by the horizontal 
walking surface and the vertical built form of the harbour 
buildings and infrastructure. This foreshore area is a 
significant contributor to the Sydney tourism and visitor 
economy by hosting major events throughout the year.

2. The Rocks / West Sydney Cove
The Rocks offers an unparalleled combination of the old 
and new; from heritage architecture and cobblestoned 
laneways, to modern expansion of the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, which opened in 2012. The original 
buildings were made mostly of local sandstone, from which 
the area derives its name. The Rocks is a very popular 
tourist attraction because of its close proximity to Circular 
Quay and the views of the iconic Harbour Bridge, as well as 
the historic nature of many of the buildings. This character 
area is generally bounded by roadway infrastructure to the 
south and west and the Sydney Cove Foreshore promenade 
to the east and north.

3. Sydney Harbour Bridge and the Bradfield Highway
This area demarcates the western boundary of Sydney 
Cove and comprises the Harbour Bridge (grand arch and its 
four pylons) and the Bradfield Highway, one of the shortest 
in Australia, which was opened in 1932.

4. Sydney Cove 
Sydney Cove is a small bay on the southern shore of Sydney 
Harbour. This area is the water vessel hub of Sydney. It 
is also considered the founding site for Sydney. The area 
is world renowned for its collection of the iconography 
that often defines Australia; the Sydney Opera House, the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge, Circular Quay ferry terminals, and 
The Rocks are among these icons.

5. East Sydney Cove / Bennelong Point
The landscape character zone identified as East Sydney 
Cove is predominately comprised of five buildings (the 
Sydney Opera House, the Bennelong Apartments, and the 
former Coca Cola Amatil Building) located at the eastern 
edge of Sydney Cove

1

2

3

4

5
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Subject site

Sirius Building east facade

Sydney Cove Foreshore

The Rocks / West Sydney Cove

Sydney Harbour Bridge and the 
Bradfield Highway

Sydney Cove

East Sydney Cove / Bennelong 
Point

Sydney Opera House Buffer 
Zone

Figure 2 Character Zones
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RL 30.02 Metcalfe Bond 
Stores Ridge

INTERFACE WITH THE SIRIUS BUILDING
The Sirius Building is located directly west of the proposal, 
with the view impacts to the Sirius apartments experienced 
on its east elevation. 

The following image of Sirius' the eastern elevation and 
plan depicts the interface between the Mercantile Hotel to 
the Sirius building.

 ▪ Having reviewed the site plan and elevation for the 
Mercantile Hotel, and, its interface with the Sirius 
Building, the majority of the eastern (direct) outlook 
affected would be experienced at 36 and the southern 
half of 38 Cumberland Street.

 ▪ Affected views from 40 Cumberland Street, would 
mostly affect side and oblique north-eastern views to 
the Harbour Bridge.

 ▪ Based on these drawings the potential views affected 
will likely occur at
 – 6,7 & 8 /36 Cumberland Street;
 – 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 / 38 Cumberland Street

 ▪ Negligible impacts would be experienced from 40 
Cumberland Street including blocks further south 
from the proposal at 44 to 48 Cumberland Street given 
elevation level, type of view and distance from the 
proposal.

Figure 3 Sirius Building East Elevation and relationship to the Mercantile Hotel (source: Welsh+ Major)
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Figure 4 Sirius Building Podium Level Plan and interface to the Mercantile Hotel (source: Welsh+ Major)

6m

12m
Extent of the Sirius 
Building with direct 
outlook to the 
Mercantile Hotel
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2.0 VIEWSHED 
ANALYSIS

A GIS viewshed analysis undertaken determined the visibility of key 
iconic skyline elements with the existing built form and compared this 
with the altered visibility as a result of the proposal. 

The process for this analysis is:
 ▪ Identify key points on the façades of each iconic element.
 ▪ Utilise existing nearmap 3d data as available (currently 2019).
 ▪ Define the visibility of the existing iconic element relative to the Sirius 

Building (east elevation).
 ▪ Run GIS viewshed analysis on the existing built form of the Mercantile 

Hotel and the proposal as set out in the DA (before view shed).
 ▪ Run GIS viewshed analysis on the proposed built form of the Mercantile 

Hotel and the proposal as set out in the DA (after view shed).
 ▪ Compare the before and after view shed results to understand which 

part of the eastern elevation of the Sirius building is affected.

Figure 5 Context Plan (source: Welsh+ Major)
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Figure 6 Existing visibility to the 
Sydney  Opera House

Figure 7 Altered visibility to the 
Sydney  Opera House

EXISTING VISIBILITY TO THE 
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE

6/36 Cumberland St 
view affected
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Figure 8 Existing visibility to the Sydney  Opera House ( 3d axo)

Figure 9 Altered visibility to the Sydney  Opera House ( 3d axo)

6/36 Cumberland St 
view affected
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2/38 Cumberland St 
view affected

Figure 10 Existing visibility to the 
Harbour Bridge Pylon

Figure 11 Altered visibility to the 
Harbour Bridge Pylon

EXISTING VISIBILITY TO THE 
SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE 

(PYLON)
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Figure 12 Existing visibility to the Sydney Harbour Bridge  - Pylon ( 3d axo)

Figure 13 Altered  to the Sydney Harbour Bridge  - Pylon ( 3d axo)

2/38 Cumberland St 
terrace view affected
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Figure 14 Existing visibility to the 
Harbour Bridge Arch

Figure 15 Altered visibility to the 
Harbour Bridge Arch

EXISTING VISIBILITY TO THE 
SYDNEY HARBOUR BRIDGE 

(GRAND ARCH)

38 Cumberland St 
entrance area affected
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Figure 16 Existing  to the Sydney Harbour Bridge  - Grand Arch ( 3d axo)

Figure 17 Altered visibility to the Sydney Harbour Bridge  - Grand Arch ( 3d axo)

38 Cumberland St, 
Cumberland Walk 
entrance view affected
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3.0 SELECTED VIEWS 
FOR SIMULATION
Based on the site inspection and viewshed 
analysis a number of views were selected 
to test and assess the degree of change and 
view impact. 

The views for simulation were selected on the basis 
of the likely-hood of it being the worst case impact 
given its existing view outlook to iconic elements.
In accordance with Tenacity, a description of the 
view characteristics (Step 1) and view location (Step 
2) accompanies these simulations.  All views are 
standing views taking at eye height level (1.60m)
Steps 3 and 4 is assessed based on the measures 
indicated in the following page.
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View Importance
We have adopted the following guideline measures for view 
importance and related them to the proposal.

Importance Definition

High Uninterrupted views of highly important or 
iconic elements from standing positions 
across from front or rear boundaries.

Moderate-High Primary views of important elements from 
locations which may have an expectation of 
retention such as across front boundaries.

Moderate Views of some important elements which may 
have some lower expectation of retention, 
such as those across side boundaries, seated 
views or partial views, views from bedrooms 
and service areas.

Low-Moderate Views with selected important elements, 
partially obstructed views or views with 
some important elements where there is low 
expectation of retention.

Low Views with few important elements, highly 
obstructed views or views where there can be 
little expectation of retention.

View Impact
For the purposes of this view impact assessment, we have adopted 
the following guideline measures and related them to the proposal.

Assessment Definition

High Total loss of view - the proposal obscures 
iconic elements or elements identified as 
highly significant within the existing view.

Moderate-High High impact on sky, water or iconic view - 
the proposal is prominent within the view, 
changing the quality of the existing view or 
obscuring elements of significance within the 
view.

Moderate Some loss of sky, water or iconic view - 
the proposal obscures some elements of 
importance within the existing view or is 
highly prominent within the view.

Low-Moderate The proposal is prominent the view and/or 
obscures minor elements within the view.

Low Minor loss of sky, water or iconic view - the 
proposal is visible within the view however 
does not impact on any elements of 
significance within the view.

Nil / Negligible The proposal will not be noticeable within the 
view.
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VIEW 1
UNIT 6/36 CUMBERLAND STREET FROM 
MAIN TERRACE RL28.54 (EYE LEVEL)
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Figure 18 Key Map

Figure 19 Existing View 27mm focal length

View Characteristics & Location
This is the primary view of the main terrace at unit 6/36 
Cumberland Street.

 ▪ The existing view is a long distance view of the iconic 
western elevation of Sydney Opera House main 'sail'. 

 ▪ The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores east of the 
Mercantile Hotel building obstructs most of the Opera 
House beyond.

 ▪ At varying times, this view is completely obstructed 
by cruise ships docked at the Overseas Passenger 
Terminal.

 ▪ No water/harbour views are visible. 

Importance of the View
The importance of this view is assessed as low-moderate.

View Impact
The proposal is prominent within this view as it sits directly 
opposite this level. The altered view does not obscure any 
portion of the existing Opera House view, therefore, the view 
impact is assessed as negligible.
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Figure 20 Existing view from main terrace (50mm focal 
length) showing extent of visual change

Figure 21 Altered view from main terrace 
(source: Welsh+ Major)

Area of reduced visibility 
to iconic element

Extent of visual change
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VIEW 2
UNIT 2/38 CUMBERLAND STREET FROM 
MAIN TERRACE RL23.35 (EYE LEVEL)

Figure 22 Key Map

Figure 23 Existing View 27mm focal length

View Characteristics & Location
This view is an acute, side view from the main terrace at unit 
2/38 Cumberland Street.

 ▪ The existing view is a long distance view of the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge which is already partially obscured 
(south-east pylon) caused by the chimney stack at the 
former Mining Museum. 

 ▪ The Mercantile Hotel building is at the foreground with 
the roof level and service core visible.   

 ▪ It is an upward looking view with the foreground 
dominated by surrounding built elements and the high 
brick wall in the foreground

Importance of the View 
The importance of this view is assessed as  moderate.

View Impact
The proposal is highly visible in this view as is situated 
directly in front of the (side)Harbour Bridge view. The 
altered view partially obscures the Harbour Bridge, with 
the exception of the south-western pylon. Whilst the 
importance of this acute view is moderate, the view impact 
is assessed as moderate-high.
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Figure 24 Existing view from main terrace (50mm focal 
length) showing extent of visual change

Figure 25 Altered view from main terrace 
(source: Welsh+ Major)

Area of reduced visibility 
to iconic element

Extent of visual change
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VIEW 3
UNIT 2/38 CUMBERLAND STREET FROM TOP 
OF TERRACE STAIRS RL24.65 (EYE LEVEL)

Figure 26 Existing View 27mm focal length

View Characteristics & Location
This view is a side view at the top of the stairs of the main 
terrace at unit 2/38 Cumberland Street.

 ▪ The existing view is a long distance, acute view of the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge which is partially obscured by 
the chimney stack at the former Mining Museum. The 
Mercantile Hotel building is in the foreground with the 
roof level and service core visible. 

 ▪ This is a passing and glancing view as its taken from 
the top of the terrace stairs, moving down to the lower 
terrace deck.  

 ▪ It is also an upward looking view

Importance of the View 
The importance of this view is assessed as moderate.

View Impact
The proposal is highly visible from this view as it sits 
directly within the view line and close to the level of the 
proposed addition. The altered view will partially obscure 
the side view to the Harbour Bridge

Whilst the view importance is moderate, the view impact is 
assessed as moderate-high.

Figure 27 Key Map
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Figure 28 Existing view from top of terrace stair (50mm 
focal length) showing extent of visual change

Figure 29 Altered view from top of terrace stair  
(source: Welsh+ Major)

Area of reduced visibility 
to iconic element

Extent of visual change
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VIEW 4
UNIT 40 CUMBERLAND STREET FROM 
COMMUNAL TERRACE RL27.40 (EYE LEVEL)

View Characteristics & Location
This view is comprised of an acute, side view from 
the communal terrace at 40 Cumberland Street. The 
Mercantile Hotel building is visible, comprised of the lift 
core in the foreground and the rooftop balcony beyond. In 
the background, the existing Metcalfe Bond Stores is visible 
and obstructs any views beyond.

 ▪ This a long distance view to the iconic element, being 
the Harbour Bridge which is partially obstructed by the 
chimney stack at the former Mining Museum.

 ▪ No water /harbour views are visible.  

Importance of the View
The importance of this view is assessed as high.

View Impact
The proposal is prominent within this view as it sits at the 
centre of a wider view. The altered view does not obscure 
any portion of the Harbour Bridge, therefore the view impact 
is assessed as negligible.

Figure 30 Existing View 27mm focal length
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Figure 31 Key Map
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Figure 32 Existing view from communal terrace (27mm 
focal length) showing extent of visual change

Figure 33 Altered view from communal terrace 
(source: Welsh+ Major)

Area of reduced visibility 
to iconic element

Extent of visual change
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4.0 CONCLUSION

This View Impact Assessment has been prepared 
by Urbis on behalf of Mercantile Hotel (The Rocks) 
Pty Ltd for the site at 25-27 George Street, The 
Rocks (The Mercantile Hotel). 
The assessment has found that the overall impact on the 
private views from the Sirius Building as a result of the 
proposal is considered reasonable given the proposal will 
generally only impact already obscured iconic elements of 
the city skyline.

 ▪ Whilst some of these elements are of importance under 
the Land and Environment Court planning principles 
for private view sharing, the number of apartments 
affected, the direction and the location of the view 
(side and acute views) mean that overall, the degree 
of impact to the Sirius Building, as a whole property, is 
considered to be negligible.

 ▪ Based on the findings of this assessment, the 
apartments impacted occur at 36 and 38 Cumberland 
Street.  

 ▪ The apartments on or below the ridge height of the 
Metcalfe Bond Stores already experience nil to limited 
views to the iconic city skyline due to the existing 
surrounding buildings east of the Sirius Building 
obscuring or completely blocking these views. 

 ▪ Low impacts are restricted to 3 apartments and 
a  moderate-high view impact has been assessed 
for 1 apartment.  These views are already obscured  
by existing built elements in the foreground and/or 
are experienced from side views towards the iconic 
element.

This report assesses the proposal against Tenacity 
Planning Principles set out in the methodology. Based on 
this assessment, the following findings have been drawn: 

 ▪ The Sirius Building, as a whole property, is currently 
comprised of 79 apartments.

 ▪ There are 9 units at 36 Cumberland Street.
 – 7 units have negligible view impact; and 
 – 2 of the units have been assessed as having a low 

degree of view impact at Units 5 and 6.
 ▪ There are 8 units at 38 Cumberland Street.

 – 6 units have negligible view impact; and 
 – 1 of the units have been assessed as having a low 

degree of view impact at Unit 3; and
 – 1 of the units have been assessed as having a 

moderate-high view impact at Unit 2.
 ▪ Apartments at 40 Cumberland Street do not have a 

direct outlook to the Mercantile Hotel and in reviewing 
the photo-audit, all units have been assessed as 
negligibly impacted.

 ▪ Apartments at 42-48 Cumberland Street do not have a 
direct outlook to the Mercantile Hotel and therefore all 
units have been assessed as negligibly impacted.

 ▪ Communal views have been assessed as follows:
 – Low view impact at the eastern entrance of 38 

Cumberland Street, fronting Gloucester Walk.
 – Negligible view impact from the communal terrace 

at 40 Cumberland Street.
 – Negligible view impact from the communal room 

and terrace at 44 Cumberland Street.
 – Negligible view impact from the roof terrace level at 

44 Cumberland Street

Based on the qualitative and quantitative assessment 
contained in this report, it is considered that the proposal 
will have a negligible level of view impact as experienced 
from the Sirius Building. 
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APPENDIX A 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
AUDIT & 
ASSESSMENT

As part of the methodology, Urbis undertook a 
photographic audit and inspection of all apartments at 
36, 38 and 40 Cumberland Street.  Beyond the southern 
half of 38 Cumberland Street, there is no direct outlook to 
the Mercantile Hotel.  
A visual inspection at 44 Cumberland Street communal terrace 
and a select number of apartments to confirm that these 
viewpoints would have negligible impacts given its distance and 
acute angle of view.

Photographs were taken from the east facing rooms from  the 
apartments comprising the living room, bedroom and terraces. 

 ▪ - All photos were taken at standing eye height (1.6m).
 ▪ - Internal views were taken from the centre of the room unless 

stated otherwise.
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UNIT 1/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 1 Main Terrace

View 2 Secondary Terrace

View 3 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible, the 
high brick that fences the terrace and 
existing buildings obstruct any views 
beyond. The proposed addition will be 
partially seen from this view, looking 
upwards.

Given this view is obstructed with 
limited sky, the importance of this view 
is assessed as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible.  
The front view looking east and side 
view looking north-east is comprised 
of views to the western elevation of 
the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will be partially 
visible affecting the upper third sky 
view, looking upwards.

Given this view is already affected, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This is a subterranean view as a high 
brick wall fronts the terrace. The 
proposed addition will not be seen from 
this view.

Given this view is obstructed, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 2/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 4 Main Terrace

View 5 Secondary Terrace

View 6 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible, 
existing buildings and mature trees 
obstruct any views beyond. The 
proposed addition will not be visible 
from this view.

Given this view is obstructed, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible, 
existing buildings and mature trees 
obstruct any views beyond. The 
proposed addition will not be visible 
from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The view is comprised of the western 
elevation of the existing Mercantile 
Hotel beyond. The proposed addition 
will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 3/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 7 Main Terrace

View 8 Secondary Terrace

View 9 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. The 
existing Mercantile Hotel building is 
directly in front.  The proposed addition 
to the Mercantile Hotel will be partially 
visible on the side view affecting the 
upper third sky view only.
The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The view is comprised of the western 
elevation of the existing Mercantile 
Hotel beyond. The proposed addition 
will be visible from this view.
The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The outlook of this view is already 
obstructed by the western elevation 
of the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will not be seen from 
this view.

Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 4/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 10 Main Terrace

View 11 Secondary Terrace (side)

View 12 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. The 
existing Mercantile Hotel building is 
directly in front.  The proposed addition 
to the Mercantile Hotel will be partially 
visible on the side view affecting the 
upper portion of this view.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low. 

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This side view is comprised of the 
western elevation of the existing 
Mercantile Hotel and Bond building 
beyond. The proposed addition will be 
visible from this view.
Is importance is assessed as low. 

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The outlook of this view is already 
obstructed by the western elevation 
of the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will not be seen from 
this view.

Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 5/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 13 Main Terrace (acute view seen from window in loving room)

View 14 Secondary Terrace

View 15 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
Existing buildings comprising the 
Mercantile Hotel and the Metcalfe Bond 
Stores building is directly in front of 
this view.  The proposed addition to the 
Mercantile Hotel will be highly visible 
from this view.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The view is comprised of the western 
elevation of the existing Mercantile 
Hotel and the Metcalfe Bond Stores 
beyond. The proposed addition will be 
highly visible from this view.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The outlook of this view is already 
obstructed by the western elevation 
of the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will be partially 
visible from this view.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 6/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 18 Bedroom (closer to window than at the centre of the room)

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance 
view of the Sydney Opera House 'sails' 
from upper bedroom. The Mercantile 
Hotel is in the foreground. The existing 
Metcalfe Bond Stores building is in the 
background and obstructs most of the 
Opera House views beyond. This view 
is also obstructed throughout the year 
by cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

View 16 Secondary Terrace - near door

View 17 Living Room

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance 
view of the Sydney Opera House main 
'sail'. The Mercantile Hotel is in the 
foreground. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores building is in the background 
and obstructs most of the Opera House 
views beyond.  This view is also already 
affected by cruise ships docked at the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The outlook of this view is already 
obstructed by the western elevation 
of the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will be visible from 
this view  
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 7/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 20 Living Room (main view)

View 21 Living Room (acute view at window)

View 22 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House upper 'sails' 
is visible from this view. The existing 
Mercantile Hotel is in the foreground 
and the roof ridge of the Metcalfe Bond 
Stores building in the background 
which already obstructs views beyond.  
This view is also already affected by 
cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal. The proposed 
addition will be partially visible from 
this view.  
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
The view is comprised of the western 
elevation of the existing Mercantile 
Hotel and the Metcalfe Bond Stores 
roof beyond. The proposed addition will 
be highly visible from this view.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House upper 'sails' 
is visible from this view. The existing 
Mercantile Hotel is in the foreground 
and the roof ridge of the Metcalfe Bond 
Stores building in the background 
which already obstructs views beyond.  
This view is also already affected by 
cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 8/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 23 Main Terrace

View 24 Living Room

View 25 Bedroom

Importance of the View
An acute view of the Harbour Bridge 
and harbour/water are visible. The 
chimney stack at the former Mining 
Museum is prominent within this view. 
Existing buildings comprising the roof of 
the Metcalfe Bond Stores roof is visible 
from this view. The proposed addition 
to the Mercantile Hotel will be partially 
visible.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate-high

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House 'sails' 
and some harbour/water views are 
visible from this outlook. The existing 
Mercantile Hotel and Metcalfe Bond 
Stores building is in the background and 
partially obstructs the Opera House 
views beyond.  This view is also already 
affected by cruise ships docked at the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and harbour/
water views are visible from this 
outlook. The existing Mercantile Hotel 
and Metcalfe Bond Stores building is 
in the background however, given the 
height of this view, the Opera House 
is not obstructed by this building.  
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct this iconic 
view at varying times.

Potential View Impact
Given the height of this view, in 
relation to the proposed addition to the 
Mercantile Hotel, the view impact is 
assessed as negligible.
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UNIT 9/36 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 26 Rooftop Terrace

View 27 Living Room

View 28 Bedroom

Importance of the View
An acute view of the Harbour Bridge 
and views to the harbour are visible 
from the rooftop terrace. The chimney 
stack at the former Mining Museum is 
prominent within this view. 
Existing buildings comprising the roof 
of the Metcalfe Bond Stores building is 
visible from this view. 

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate-high

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour views are visible from this 
outlook. The proposed addition to 
the Mercantile Hotel will be partially 
visible from this view with the 
existing Metcalfe Bond Stores in the 
background. Cruise ships docked at the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal obstruct 
this iconic view at varying times.
Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and harbour/
water views are visible from this 
outlook. The existing Mercantile Hotel 
and Metcalfe Bond Stores building is 
in the background however, given the 
height of this view, the Opera House 
will generally not be obstructed.  
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal at obstruct this 
iconic view at varying times.
This view is already sometimes 
obstructed by docked cruise ships.  The 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low-moderate  

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 1/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 29 Main Terrace

View 30 Secondary Terrace (side)

View 31 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible, the 
high brick wall in terrace and existing 
buildings obstruct any views beyond. 
The proposed addition will be visible 
from this view, looking upwards.

Given this view is already obstructed, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible.  
This is a side view looking north-east 
with a view to the western elevation 
of the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will be partially 
visible affecting the upper third sky 
view, looking upwards.

Given this view is a side view and 
already obstructed, the importance of 
this view is assessed as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This is an obstructed view with existing 
buildings featuring it's outlook. The 
proposed addition will not be seen from 
this view.

Given this view is obstructed, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 2/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 32 Main Terrace

View 33 Top of landing leading down to terrace

View 34 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This is an obstructed view with existing 
buildings featuring it's main outlook. 
The proposed addition will not be seen 
from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
This is an existing, long distance, 
side view to the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge (330m to south-east pylon) 
which is already partially obscured 
by the chimney stack at the former 
Mining Museum. The main outlook is 
comprised of  the western elevation 
of the existing Mercantile Hotel. The 
proposed addition will be highly visible 
from this view.

Given this view is already obstructed 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
moderate-high.

Importance of the View
This is an existing, long distance, side 
view to the Sydney Harbour Bridge 
(330m to south-east pylon) which 
is partially obscured by the chimney 
stack at the former Mining Museum. 
The Mercantile Hotel building is at 
the foreground with the roof level 
and service core visible. Given the 
partial obstruction of the view and 
composition, the importance of this 
view is assessed as moderate.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be highly 
visible from this view and will obscure 
the acute view to the Harbour Bridge, 
therefore, the view impact is assessed 
as moderate-high.
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UNIT 3/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 35 Main Terrace (side)

View 36 Secondary Terrace

View 37 Living Room

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This is an obstructed view with existing 
buildings featuring it's main outlook. 
The proposed addition will not be seen 
from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This is a partial side view toward 
the western elevation of the existing 
Mercantile Hotel and the Metcalfe 
Bond Stores roof beyond. The proposed 
addition will be highly visible from this 
view.  

Given this view is already obstructed 
with no iconic or water views visible the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
No iconic or water views are visible. 
This is a partial side view to the western 
elevation of the existing Mercantile 
Hotel and the Metcalfe Bond Stores 
roof beyond. The proposed addition will 
be highly visible from this view.  

Given this view is already obstructed 
with no iconic or water views visible the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as low.
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UNIT 4/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 38 Main Terrace

View 39 Secondary Terrace

View 40 Living Room

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance, 
acute view of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge which is partially obscured 
by the chimney stack at the former 
Mining Museum. The Mercantile 
Hotel building is partially obscured 
by existing vegetation. Given the 
partial obstruction of the view and 
composition, the importance of this 
view is assessed as low-moderate.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be highly 
visible from this view and but will not 
obscure the acute view to the Harbour 
Bridge, therefore, the view impact is 
assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance, 
acute view of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge which is partially obscured 
by the chimney stack at the former 
Mining Museum and 36 Cumberland 
Street. The Mercantile Hotel building 
is at the foreground with the roof level 
and service core visible. Given the 
partial obstruction of the view and 
composition, the importance of this 
view is assessed as low-moderate.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be highly 
visible from this view and but will not 
obscure the acute view to the Harbour 
Bridge, therefore, the view impact is 
assessed as low.

Importance of the View
The Opera House Sails would generally 
be visible from this view, however, this 
is an obstructed view with terrace and 
buildings beyond featuring as it's main 
outlook. The proposed addition will not 
be seen from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 5/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 41 Main Terrace

View 42 Living Room

View 43 Bedroom

Importance of the View
This is an acute, side view of the 
Harbour Bridge is partially visible from 
this terrace with the chimney stack 
at the former Mining Museum and 36 
Cumberland Street obstructing this 
view. No harbour/water views are 
visible.
The Mercantile Hotel and Bond building 
is in the foreground. 

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low

Potential View Impact
This existing side view to the Harbour 
Bridge which is only seen partially, will 
not be impacted by the proposal, the 
view impact is assessed as low.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background with 
the Opera House Sails visible beyond. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the Opera 
House view at varying times. The 
proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background with 
the Opera House Sails visible beyond. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the 
Opera House view at varying times. 
The proposed addition (lift and roof 
elements) to the Mercantile Hotel will 
be partially visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 6/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 44 Living Room

View 45 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the Opera 
House view at varying times. The 
proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the Opera 
House view at varying times. The 
proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 7/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 46 Living Room

View 47 Living Room acute view to rooftop addition

View 48 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background with 
the Opera House Sails visible beyond. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the 
Opera House view at varying times. 
The proposed addition (lift and roof 
elements) to the Mercantile Hotel will 
be partially visible from this view.
The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate
Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background with 
the Opera House Sails visible beyond. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the 
Opera House view at varying times. 
The proposed addition (lift and roof 
elements) to the Mercantile Hotel will 
be partially visible from this view.
The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate
Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Sydney Opera House and some 
harbour/water views are visible from 
this outlook. The existing Metcalfe Bond 
Stores and The Bushells Warehouse 
building are in the background with 
the Opera House Sails visible beyond. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct the Opera 
House view at varying times. The 
proposed addition (some roof element) 
to the Mercantile Hotel will be partially 
visible from this view.
The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate
Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 8/38 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 49 Rooftop Terrace view to Harbour Bridge

View 50 Rooftop Terrace view to Opera House

View 51 Living Room

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance, 
acute view of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge and also features harbour views.  
The chimney stack at the former Mining 
Museum is in the foreground The Given 
the height of this view, the Mercantile 
Hotel building is not visible.
The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate-high.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will not be visible 
from this view, therefore, the view 
impact is assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores and 
The Bushells Warehouse building are 
in the foreground with the Opera House 
and harbour/water visible beyond. 
Cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct this iconic 
view at varying times. The proposed 
addition to the Mercantile Hotel will not 
be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate-high. 

Potential View Impact
Given the addition will not be visible, the 
view impact is assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores and 
The Bushells Warehouse building are in 
the background with the Sydney Opera 
House and some water views visible 
beyond. Cruise ships docked at the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal obstruct 
the Opera House view at varying times. 
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 1/40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 52 Main Terrace

View 53 Living Room

View 54 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The Bushells Warehouse building and 
the Opera House 'sails' are partially 
visible in the background. Cruise ships 
docked at the Overseas Passenger 
Terminal obstruct the Opera House 
view at varying times. The proposed 
addition to the Mercantile Hotel will not 
be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance, 
acute view of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge which is almost completely 
obscured by the chimney stack at the 
former Mining Museum and the high 
terrace wall and elevated terrace 
beyond. The Mercantile Hotel is also 
not visible from this view.

Given the obstruction of the view and 
composition, the importance of this 
view is assessed as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will not be visible 
from this view, therefore, the view 
impact is assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
Existing vegetation, high brick walls 
and cruise ships obscure this outlook.  
The Mercantile Hotel is not  visible from 
this viewpoint.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 2/40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 55 Main Terrace

View 56 Living Room

View 57 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The existing view is a long distance, 
acute view of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge which is almost completely 
obscured by the chimney stack at 
the former Mining Museum and the 
vegetation beyond. The Mercantile 
Hotel is also not visible from this view.

Given the obstruction of the view and 
composition, the importance of this 
view is assessed as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will not be visible 
from this view, therefore, the view 
impact is assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
The Bushells Warehouse building is 
partially visible in the background. 
Vegetation and cruise ships docked 
at the Overseas Passenger Terminal 
obstruct distant views 

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this 
view. The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Bushells Warehouse building is 
visible in the background.  Vegetation 
and cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct distant 
views beyond.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this 
view. The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 3/40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 58 Living Room

View 59 Living Room acute view from window

View 60 Bedroom acute view from window

Importance of the View
The Bushells Warehouse building is 
visible in the background.  Vegetation 
and cruise ships docked at the Overseas 
Passenger Terminal obstruct distant 
views beyond.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this 
view. The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing view is an obstructed, 
acute view of the Sydney Harbour 
Bridge which is obstructed by the 
chimney stack at the former Mining 
Museum.  No water/harbour views are 
visible. The Mercantile Hotel is visible 
in the foreground with the roof of the 
Metcalfe Bond Stores visible from this 
view, obstructing water views beyond.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be visible 
from this view, therefore, the view 
impact is assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
Some water/harbour views are visible. 
The Mercantile Hotel is visible in the 
foreground with the roof of the Metcalfe 
Bond Stores visible beyond.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be minimally 
visible from this view, therefore, the 
view impact is assessed as negligible.
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UNIT 4/40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 61 Living Room

View 62 Living Room acute view from window

View 63 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The Bushells Warehouse building is 
partially visible in the background. 
Some visibility of the Opera House may 
be experienced from this view however, 
vegetation and cruise ships docked 
at the Overseas Passenger Terminal 
obstruct the view at varying times. 

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this 
view. The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The Bushells Warehouse building 
is visible in the background. Some 
visibility of the Opera House may be 
experienced from this view however, 
vegetation and cruise ships docked 
at the Overseas Passenger Terminal 
obstruct the view at varying times.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this 
view. The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
Harbour views are visible. The 
Mercantile Hotel is partially  visible in 
the foreground (left) with the roof of the 
Metcalfe Bond Stores visible beyond.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will not be visible 
from this view, therefore, the view 
impact is assessed as negligible.
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UNIT 5/40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 64 Rooftop Terrace

View 65 Living Room

View 66 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The existing view is a harbour view 
including the opposite foreshore and 
buildings in Kirribilli.  An acute view of 
the Sydney Harbour Bridge is partially 
obscured by the chimney stack at the 
former Mining Museum. The Mercantile 
Hotel is also visible in the foreground.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be visible 
from this view but given the height of 
this view, it will minimally affect the 
viewpoint, therefore, the view impact is 
assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores and 
The Bushells Warehouse building are in 
the background with the Sydney Opera 
House and some water views visible 
beyond. Cruise ships docked at the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal obstruct 
the Opera House view at varying times. 
The proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores and 
The Bushells Warehouse building are in 
the background with the Sydney Opera 
House and some water/harbour views 
visible beyond. Cruise ships docked 
at the Overseas Passenger Terminal 
obstruct the Opera House view at 
varying times. The proposed addition to 
the Mercantile Hotel will not be visible 
from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View Impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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UNIT 6/40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 67 Main Terrace

View 68 Living Room

View 69 Bedroom

Importance of the View
The existing view is a harbour view 
including the opposite foreshore and 
buildings in Kirribilli.  An acute view of 
the Sydney Harbour Bridge is partially 
obscured by the chimney stack at the 
former Mining Museum. The Mercantile 
Hotel is partially visible in the lower 
foreground.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as moderate-high.

Potential View Impact
The proposed addition will be partially 
visible from this view but the height 
of this view means that the altered 
viewpoint is minimally affected. The 
view impact is assessed as negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores 
and The Bushells Warehouse building 
are in the background with the Sydney 
Opera House and harbour views 
visible beyond. Cruise ships docked 
at the Overseas Passenger Terminal 
obstruct this view at varying times. The 
proposed addition to the Mercantile 
Hotel will not be visible from this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
The existing Metcalfe Bond Stores and 
The Bushells Warehouse building are 
in the background with some harbour 
views visible beyond. Cruise ships 
docked at the Overseas Passenger 
Terminal obstruct this view at varying 
times. The proposed addition to the 
Mercantile Hotel will not be visible from 
this view.

The importance of this view is assessed 
as low-moderate

Potential View impact
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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COMMUNAL TERRACE  
40 CUMBERLAND 
STREET, THE ROCKS

View 70 Communal Terrace at concrete balustrade edge

GLOUCESTER WALK ENTRANCE 
38 CUMBERLAND STREET, THE ROCKS

Importance of the View
This view is the primary view of the 
communal terrace at 40 Cumberland 
Street. The existing view is a long 
distance (340m), acute view to the 
Harbour Bridge. The existing Mercantile 
Hotel building is visible, composed of 
the lift core in the foreground and the 
rooftop balcony beyond. The view of 
Harbour Bridge is partially obstructed 
by the chimney stack at the former 
Mining Museum. No water /harbour 
views are visible.  

Given this is a communal private view, 
the importance of this view is assessed 
as high.

Potential View impact
The proposal is prominent within this 
view as it sits low at the centre of a 
wider view. The altered view does not 
obscure the Harbour Bridge.
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
This view is a side view from the 
eastern entrance to 38 Cumberland 
Street via Gloucester Walk. The existing 
view is a completely obstrcuted view 
to the Harbour Bridge caused by the 
chimney stack at the former Mining 
Museum and its viewing level. No water 
/harbour views are visible.  

Given this is a passing side view, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low.

Potential View Impact
The proposal is prominent within this 
view as it sits at the centre of the 
viewpoint. The existing side view to the 
Harbour Bridge is already substantially 
blocked, therefore, the view impact is 
assessed as low.
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COMMUNAL TERRACE  
44 CUMBERLAND STREET, THE ROCKS

View 71 Communal Terrace from common room building line

View 72 Communal Terrace at closest brick garden edge

View 73 Communal Room at 44 Cumberland Street

Importance of the View
This (including view 72) view is from 
the communal terrace at 42-44 
Cumberland Street. The existing 
view is obstructed by vegetation in 
the foreground.  Beyond this is a long 
distance, acute view of the Harbour 
Bridge which is partially obstructed by 
the chimney stack at the former Mining 
Museum. No water /harbour views are 
visible.
Visible elements of the existing 
Mercantile Hotel building comprises the 
lift core and the rooftop balcony.

Given this is a communal private 
view which is already obstructed, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
low-moderate.

Potential View impact
The proposal and views beyond are 
obstructed by dense vegetation. The 
altered view does not obscure any 
portion of the Harbour Bridge.
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.

Importance of the View
This view (View 73) is from within the 
communal room at 42-44 Cumberland 
Street. The existing view is obstructed 
by dense vegetation and a high brick 
fencing wall in the foreground. Beyond 
this is a long distance, acute view of 
the Harbour Bridge which is partially 
obstructed by the chimney stack 
at the former Mining Museum. No 
water /harbour views are visible. The 
Mercantile Hotel building is not visible 
from this viewpoint.

Given this is a communal private view 
which is obstructed, the importance of 
this view is assessed as low.

Potential View impact
The proposal and views beyond are 
obstructed by dense vegetation. The 
altered view does not obscure any 
portion of the Harbour Bridge.
The view impact is assessed as 
negligible.
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View 74 View northwards from roof terrace

View 75 Iconic views north-east from roof terrace

View 76 Iconic view to the Sydney opera House to the east

Importance of the View
These three views are taken from the 
communal rooftop terrace at 42-44 
Cumberland Street. The existing view 
comprises a high amount of visual 
interest comprising the iconic triptych 
of the Harbour Bridge, Opera House and 
Sydney Harbour.
The existing Mercantile Hotel is visible 
in the lower foreground and is at a 
substantially lower elevation relative to 
this view

Given this is a communal private view 
its composition and iconic elements 
and landscape that are visible, the 
importance of this view is assessed as 
high.

Potential View impact
The views comprise iconic views to the 
Harbour Bridge, Sydney Opera House 
and Sydney Harbour.  The height of this 
view and distance from the proposed 
roof top addition to the Mercantile Hotel 
illustrate that potential view impact 
from this viewpoint is negligible.
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